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In our study of countable subgroups of the unrestricted wth nilpotent

product of infinite cycles [10; 11 ]0), it became necessary to have some in-

formation concerning the structure of subgroups of free nilpotent groups. This

is available for free second nilpotent groups in Golovin and Goldina [2]. Karl

Gruenberg drew our attention to the paper of Goldina [l], where a subgroup

theorem for free nilpotent groups is stated, but no proofs are given. Below

we give a corrected version of this paper with proofs(2). Every subgroup B

of a free wth nilpotent group can be generated by a set of n subgroups

•Si, Bt, • • • , Bi, • • • , B„

which are free nilpotent groups of class (3)

"•[Il •••[f}--1
respectively. This fact, in conjunction with certain other conditions which

state how the subgroups By, Bt, ■ • • , Bn are related among themselves(4),

characterize the subgroups of free «th nilpotent groups. As an example of

this characterization we have that if B is a group satisfying these conditions

and

Bi, Bi, • • • , Bn-y

have finite ranks, then B can be mapped isomorphically into a free nth nil-

potent group. In proving these results, we found it necessary to employ

techniques due to Mal'cev which are contained in a well-known paper of

Lazard [7], where a process is given for embedding a torsion-free nilpotent

group in a nilpotent Lie algebra over the rationals. An important role is

played by a fundamental theorem of Sirsov [13] on subalgebras of free Lie

algebras over a field. Also we generalize the concept of a basic commutator by

distinguishing between original and nonoriginal commutators.

We adopt the following notation. Let G be an arbitrary group and nG the

nth member of the lower central series of G associated with the commutator

[[ • ■ • [xy, xt], • • • ], xn]. If n+1G = l, while "G^l, then G is said to be nil-

Received by the editors June 19, 1961.

(') Cf. note at end of [lO]. In the forthcoming paper [ll], we will also consider the

unrestricted third Burnside product both of infinite cycles and of cycles of order 3.

(2) The main subgroup theorems of Goldina [l ], Theorems 4 and 5, are incorrect.

(3) If r is a positive real number, then [r] denotes the integral part of r.

(4) Cf. Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.7.
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potent of(5) class n. If ÍF denotes a free group, then 5/n+l5 is known as a free

nth nilpotent group. A set of free generators of ï gives rise, in a natural way,

to a set of relatively free generators of SF/n+1iF, which we shall also call a set

of free generators of ÍF/n+1íF. Finally we recall the definition of basic commuta-

tors, which give a unique representation for the elements of íí"/n+1íF. Let

fli, a2, • • • be an ordered collection of elements of an arbitrary group. They

are said to be basic commutators of weight 1. Suppose that the basic com-

mutators of weight less than I on oi, a2, • • • have already been defined and

ordered in such a way that

"basic commutator of weight s" < "basic commutator of weight f,"

if s<t. Now b is said to be a basic commutator of weight Hi b= [b', b"\, where

(i) V and b" are basic commutators of weight 5 and f respectively;

(ii) s-r-f = /" and &'>&";

(iii) if V = [bí ,b2], where b{ and ¿»2' are basic commutators, then b"^b2.

The fundamental basis theorem of M. Hall [3] and P. Hall [5] states that

every element of ^/n+ll5 can be represented uniquely in the form

mi m, m/f

Oi 02    •  •  • Off,

where the 6< are basic commutators on a set of free generators of SF/""1"1? of

weight less than « + 1 and where bi<b¡ if i<j. Further it is of value to note

that the basic commutators of weight n form a basis for the centre, *$/n+i$,

of í/n+1ÍF.

1. Concerning subgroups of free nilpotent groups. The statements of

Lemma 1.1 and Theorems 1.3 and 1.6 given below are contained in the paper

of Goldina [l].

Lemma 1.1. In a free nth nilpotent group G the basic commutators of weight

I freely generate a free nilpotent group i6) of class [n/l].

Proof. Obviously G¡ is a subgroup of lG, which is nilpotent of class less than

or equal to k, where k is given by

n- 1+ 1 n+1
-á k<-.

/ I

It is easy to see that k= [n/l]. The required result follows from the fact that

the basic commutators formed from "the basic commutators of weight /" are

basic commutators in G.

It is now possible to give a generalization of a theorem of Mal'cev [8].

This states(7) that a set of elements of G which is linearly independent

(6) Goldina [l] seems to call such a group nilpotent of class n + 1 and 3:/"+13: is accordingly

a free (n+l)th nilpotent group.

(•) If G is of rank two, then G has only one basic commutator of weight 1. Hence, in this

particular case, the basic commutators of weight 1 generate an infinite cyclic subgroup.

(') Cf. Mostowski [12] for a group theoretical proof of this result.
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modulo 2G freely generates a free wth nilpotent subgroup of G. However, we

first introduce a simple consequence of Hall's commutator collecting process

[4].

Lemma 1.2. Let ba, aEM, be a set of elements of the Ith member of the lower

central series of an arbitrary group G and

Ud Cet ' ÍIqij

where caE'G, caEl+1G and daEl*lG, daElG for all a of M. Then for any com-

plex^) commutator f(bay, bat, ■ ■ ■ ) of the elements ba, aEM, we have that

f(ba„ ba„ • ■ • ) = f(cai, cai, ■ • • ) mod^G,

where co is the weight of the complex commutator f.

Theorem 1.3. A set of elements of a free nth nilpotent group G, which is con-

tained in lG and is linearly independent modulo l+1G, freely generate a free

nilpotent subgroup of class [n/l].

Proof. If ba, aEM, is a set of elements of lG which is linearly independent

modulo !+IG, then

Vet Ccc ' Uatj

where caEGi and caEl+1G and daEl+1G for all a of M. Form the basic com-

mutators of weight k on the elements ba, aEM, then any relation among them

modulo lk+lG gives rise, because of Lemma 1.2, to a similar relation between

the basic commutators of weight k on the elements ca, aEM, Hence it is

sufficient to show that the elements ca, aEM, freely generate a free nilpotent

subgroup of class [n/l]. Now the elements ca, aEM, generate a subgroup

of Ge, are linearly independent modulo l+1G and hence also modulo [G¡, Gi].

Hence the required result follows from Lemma 1.1 and the above mentioned

theorem of Mal'cev. The converse to the above theorem is false.

Example 1.4. Let G be a free nilpotent group of class 10 and having the

following set of free generators

xy, xt, xt, x4, yu yt, y3, yA.

It is easy to see that the four commutators

[[[*i» ?i]i yi\, ?Ji     [[[**> y*\, y*\, y*\,     [[[[**, y*], yA, ya], b*
and

[[{[*«, y*]t y*], y*), y*\

freely generate a free second nilpotent subgroup in G.

Information about abelian subgroups of a free nilpotent group is given

below.

(») Cf. P. Hall [4].
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Theorem 1.5. Every abelian subgroup of a free nilpotent group is free

abelian.

Proof. We proceed by induction on the class of nilpotency of the free nil-

potent group. The result is well known to be true for a free abelian group(9).

Suppose that every abelian subgroup of a free mth nilpotent group, where

m <n, is free abelian. If G is a free wth nilpotent group and Z(G) is the centre

of G, then by a result of Witt [14], G/Z(G) is a free (»— l)th nilpotent group.

Let £ be an abelian subgroup of G. Obviously B • Z(G) is an abelian subgroup

of G, Z(G) is free abelian(10) and, by the induction hypothesis, B ■ Z(G)/Z(G)

is also free abelian. However, by a well-known result(9), an abelian group

that is the extension of a free abelian group by a free abelian group is itself

a free abelian group. Hence B, as a subgroup of a free abelian group, is free

abelian.

Theorem 1.6. // G is a free nth nilpotent group, then the Ith member of the

lower central series of G is abelian if and onlyi11) if

I > n/l.

If this inequality holds, then lG is a free abelian group of rank equal to the sum

of the ranks of the free abelian groups

<G/l+1G,       l+1G/l+2G, ■ ■ ■ , "G.

In fact, we have that lG is freely generated by the basic commutators of weight

greater than or equal to I.

Proof. If lG is abelian, then Gi is abelian and it follows from Lemma 1.1

that n/l<2, that is, l>n/2. The only exception to this is given in the foot-

note(u). Conversely, if l>n/2, then lG is nilpotent of class less than or equal

to n/l<2, that is, lG is abelian and hence free abelian by Theorem 1.5. In

fact, lG has a basis consisting of all the basic commutators of weight greater

than or equal to /.

Finally we notice that under the natural homomorphism of a free nil-

potent group onto a free nilpotent group of the same rank but smaller class,

certain free nilpotent subgroups are mapped onto free nilpotent subgroups.

This is shown by the following theorem.

Theorem 1.7. £ef B be a free kth nilpotent subgroup of a free nth nilpotent

group G which is contained in !G and freely generated by elements of B that are

linearly independent modulo i+1G. Further let cp be the natural homomorphism of

G onto a free mth im^n) nilpotent group Gcb which maps free generators onto

(9) Cf. for instance Kuroá [6].

O») Witt [14].
(u) There is one exception to this result. If G has rank two and tj = 4, then [G, G] is free

abelian (cf. footnote (")).
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free generators. Then Beb is the trivial group or a nilpotent groupi12) of class

[m/l] of Geb. Free generators of B are mapped onto free generators of Beb.

Proof. If B is contained in the kernel of ef>, then Beb is the trivial group.

m+1G is the kernel of </>. It is easy to see that as the free generators of B are

linearly independent modulo i+1G, their images are linearly independent

modulo t+1iG/m+1G). Further lG is mapped onto !(G/m+1G). Hence the re-

quired result follows from Theorem 1.3.

The above result does not hold in general for any free nilpotent subgroup

of G. This is shown by the free second nilpotent subgroup given in Example 1.4.

2. Subalgebras of a free nilpotent Lie algebra over a field. Let fi be a

commutative ring with a unit element. L is said to be a Lie fi-algebra if it is

an fi-module with respect to addition and has a Lie product operation (x, y)

defined on it for every pair of elements x and y of L. The formation of the

Lie product is a bilinear operation and satisfies the identical relations

(x, x) — 0

and

((«, y), *) + iiy, *). *) + ((*. *), y) = o.

We can construct the lower central series for L in the following manner.

XL = L. Suppose that lL has already been defined. Then l+1L is the fi-subalge-

bra generated by all Lie products of the form (x, y), where x and y belong to

lL and L respectively. A Lie fi-algebra is said to be nilpotent of class n if

"+1L = 0 while nLr¿0.

Suppose that L has a set of generators aa, aEM, and there are no rela-

tions between these generators except those that follow from the above laws

for a Lie algebra. Then L is said to be a free Lie fi-algebra. Such a free Lie

fi-algebra can be constructed as a quotient fi-algebra of the free nonassocia-

tive fi-algebra on aa, aEM.

We can now define a free wth nilpotent Lie fi-algebra £ to be L/n+1L,

where L is a free fi-algebra. For the rest of this paper our attention will be

confined to the particular case when fi is a field.

Lazard [7, §4] studied the group (13) that can be obtained from £ (over

the rationals) if one defines multiplication by the Campbell-Hausdorff for-

mula

1 1 1
$(x, y) = x + y + — (x, y) + — ((x, y), y) + — ((y, x), x) + • • • .

The group thus obtained is the Mal'cev completion MiG) of the free «th nil-

potent group G on the free generators aa, aEM. MiG) is said to be the

ia) Infinite cyclic group if B has rank 1.

(1S) This group was first studied by Mal'cev (cf. bibliography in Lazard [7]).
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Mal'cev completion of a group G if

(i) G is a subgroup of M(G) ;

(ii) M(G) is a divisible torsion-free nilpotent group;

(hi) if x is an arbitrary element of M(G), then there exists a positive

integer w such that xn belongs to G.

We shall use certain properties of Mal'cev completions, an elegant ac-

count of which can be found in Lazard [7]. For instance, in £ (over the ra-

tionals) which can also be considered to be M(G), the concepts of subalgebra

(ideal) and divisible subgroup (divisible normal subgroup) coincide. All homo-

morphisms of £ are at the same time homomorphisms of M(G).

It is possible to define the concept of a basic monomial in a Lie fi-algebra,

using the Lie product (x, y) instead of the commutator [x, y\. We can now

state the famous

Theorem 2.1. If aa, aEM, is a set of free generators of a free Lie ü-algebra

L, then every element of L can be expressed uniquely as a linear combination of

basic monomials on aa, aEM.

Before stating the important Theorem of Sirsov, we shall generalize the

concept of a basic monomial by introducing original and nonoriginal mono-

mials.

Definition 2.2. Let L be a free Lie ß-algebra. A set of elements of L

which is linearly independent modulo 2L is both a set of original monomials

of weight 1 and a set of nonoriginal monomials of weight 1. We shall order

this set arbitrarily. Suppose that all original and nonoriginal monomials of

weight less than / have already been constructed and ordered so that when-

ever s<t

"monomial of weight s" < "monomial of weight /."

b is said to be a nonoriginal monomial of weight / if it is a basic monomial on

the original monomials of weight less than / and b belongs to lL but b does not

belong to !+1L. Finally it remains to define original monomials of weight /.

Let L(l+1) denote the subalgebra(14) of L generated by the above defined

nonoriginal monomials of weight I and l+lL. A set of elements of lL which is

linearly independent modulo L(l+1) is called a set of original monomials of

weight I.
This definition implies, in particular, that the original monomials of

weight / are linearly independent modulo l+1L. Of course, one can take the

set of original monomials of some fixed weight to be empty. If we do this for

all I^2, then we have the usual concept of a basic monomial.

Theorem of Sirsov 2.3. If K is a subalgebra of a free Lie algebra L over a

field, then a set of original monomials of L that generate K is a set of free gener-

ators for K.

(w) It is easy to see that L(l + i) is, in fact, an ideal.
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Remark. The set of free generators for K that Sirsov [13] constructed

differs from the one we have given above. This set of free generators depends

on the terms of highest degree, while our set depends on the terms of lowest

degree. Here we are referring to the unique representation given by the

Theorem of Hall 2.1. However, the proof of the freeness of the above set of

generators proceeds in exactly the same way as in Sirsov [13], with the above

change of emphasis from terms of highest degree to those of lowest degree.

Corollary 2.3.1. A set of nonoriginal monomials of weight I is linearly

independent modulo l+1L.

We can now consider the above situation modulo n+lL. This gives rise to

the following corresponding result for a free nth nilpotent Lie algebra £

over a field.

Corollary 2.3.2. A set of nonoriginal monomials of weight liún), of a

free nth nilpotent Lie algebra £ over afield, is linearly independent modulo !+1£.

Notice that the original monomials are not uniquely determined by a sub-

algebra A of £ and that the same is, therefore, also true for the nonoriginal

monomials of K. However, as is easily seen by the Theorem of Sirsov, their

number is uniquely determined by K.

Corollary 2.3.3. Let K be a subalgebra of £. The number o„ in a maximal

set of original monomials of weight i ii=l, 2, • ■ ■ , n) in K, is uniquely deter-

mined by K. Further the number of nonoriginal monomials of weight I in K is a

uniquely determined function of oi, o2, ■ ■ ■ , 0i_i and I only and is independent

of the choice of the set of original monomials in K ; it is a finite number if and

only if all oi, o2, ■ • ■ , o¡_i are finite (/= 1, 2, ■ ■ • , n).

Using Theorem 3 of Witt [14], it is possible to give an explicit formula for

the number of nonoriginal monomials of weight /, provided oi, o2, ■ ■ ■ , oi-i

are all finite (f = 1, 2, • • • , n).

3. Subgroup theorem for free nilpotent groups. By embedding a torsion-

free nilpotent group in a nilpotent Lie algebra over the rationals, we shall

now obtain a subgroup theorem. It will be necessary to use the apparatus

developed in the previous paragraph.

Theorem 3.1. Let B be a subgroup of a free nth nilpotent group G. Then B

is generated by a set of n subgroups

Bi, B2, • ■ ■ , Bn,

where

(i) Bi is a free nilpotent groupQ6) of class [n/l] (/= 1, 2, • • ■ , n) ;

(is) We adopt the convention that a free mth nilpotent group of rank 0 is the trivial group,

while that of rank 1 is the infinite cyclic group.
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(ii)   [Bi, Bj] = {Bi+j, ■ ■ ■ ,Bn},if i+jún, and

[Bi,Bj] = liii+j> n;

(iii) {Bi, Bi+i, ■ ■ • , Bn}/{Bi+i, ■ • ■ , Bn} is a free abelian group freely

generated by the images of the free generators of Bi (1=1,2, ■ ■ • ,w — 1).

Proof. To construct the subgroups Bi we proceed as follows. Let ba(i) de-

note a typical element of a set of elements of B whose images form a basis for

B-2G/2G.

Put By equal to the subgroup of G generated by the elements bam ; then

B = By(Br\2G).

Suppose that

By, Bt,  •  ■  • , Bi-y

have already been constructed with

BC\'G = Bi-(BC\ MG)

for i= 1, 2, • • • ,1 — 1. Let ba(n denote a typical element of a set of elements of

BC\lG whose images form a basis for

(B r\ lG) ■ l+1G/l+1G.

Put Bi equal to the subgroup generated by the elements &a(j) ; then

Bf\lG = Bv(Br\l+lG).

Hence we have that

B = {By, Bt, • • ■ , Bn\.

By Theorem 1.3, Bi is a free nilpotent group of class [n/l], for 1=1,2, • ■ • , w.

From the construction of the subgroups Bi, we have that

[Bi, Bj] = [<G, >G] r\ B = <+'G H B.

If i+j>n, then [7^, 2Jy] = l, otherwise

[Bi,Bj] = {£«.,, ..,5»}.
Finally

{Bh Bl+y, ■■■, Bn}/{Bl+1, ■ ■ ■ , Bn} = (B H ¡G)/(5 n ¡+1G)

^ (7i H (G) • !+1G/I+1G,

by the isomorphism theorem, which gives the required result.

We now define, as in the previous paragraph, the concepts of original

and nonoriginal commutators. We will do this in a group satisfying the above

properties (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 3.1.
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Definition 3.2. Let B be a group generated by n subgroups Bi, B2, ■ ■ • ,

Bn that satisfy the above conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 3.1. A set of

elements of B that is linearly independent modulo {B2, • ■ ■ ,Bn} is both a set

of original commutators of weight 1 and a set of nonoriginal commutators of

weight 1. We shall order this set arbitrarily. Suppose that all original and all

nonoriginal commutators of weight less than I have already been constructed

and ordered so that whenever s<t

"commutator of weight s" < "commutator of weight f."

£> is said to be a nonoriginal commutator of weight / if it is a basic commutator

on the original commutators of weight less than / and o belongs to

{Bi, Bi+i, • • • , Bn}, but Z» does not belong to {5¡+i> • • ■ , Bn}. Finally it

remains to define the original commutators of weight I. Let 5(/ + l) denote

the isolated subgroup(16) of B generated by the above nonoriginal com-

mutators of weight / and {Bi+i, • • ■ , Bn}. A set of elements of

{Bi, Bi+i, • • ■ , Bn} that is linearly independent modulo 5(f + l) is called a

set of original commutators of weight I.

In passing we notice the following properties of the group B.

Lemma 3.3. Suppose that B is a group that is generated by n subgroups

Bi, B2, ■ • • , Bn which satisfy the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 3.1;

then we are able to make the following assertions.

(a) Let oa(¡) be a typical element of a fixed set of free generators of

Bi (/= 1, 2, ■ • • , n). Then every element of B can be represented uniquely as a

Unite ordered product of the form

IP*
V

where e, are integers. Further v<v' implies that if b, and bt> are free generators

of Bi and B¡ respectively, then i^j.

(b) B is a torsion-free nilpotent group of class not exceeding n.

Proof, (a) It is easy to see that {B¡, Bi+í, • • • , Bn] is a normal subgroup

of B for all I. Hence considering B modulo this group for 1 = 2, 3, • • • , n, we

obtain the above representation. The uniqueness of this representation is de-

rived in a similar manner. It is of relevance to note that

{Bi, Bi+i, • • • , Bn} = Bi'\Bi+i, • • • , Bn}

for 1=1, 2, • • • , n-1.

(b) Using [9, Lemma 2.3] it follows that

_ [B,B]^{B2,Bh---,Bn},

(16) It is easily seen that B(f +1 ) is normal in 5 and that {5i+i, • • • , B„} is already isolated

in B (cf. Kuros [6, §67]).
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because of condition (ii). Similarly it follows in general that

*B = {Bt, Bi+y, ■ ■ ■ ,Bn}

for i<n, and thus n+1B = l. Hence B is nilpotent of class not exceeding w.

The fact that B is torsion-free follows from (a).

Let G be the free wth nilpotent group freely generated by aa, aEM. Then

G can be embedded in the free wth nilpotent Lie algebra £ over the rationals,

which is freely generated by aa, aEM. In fact, the subgroup generated in £

by aa, aEM, using Campbell-Hausdorff multiplication, is the group G. Fur-

ther, by Lazard [7], a group B that has a generating set of w subgroups, which

satisfy conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 3.1, can always be embedded

in an wth nilpotent Lie algebra over the rationals. This follows because B is

a torsion-free nilpotent group of class(17) not exceeding w and hence has a

Mal'cev completion. It only remains to apply Theorem 4.15 of Lazard [7]

to the Mal'cev completion of B.

Theorem 3.4. Let B be a subgroup of a free nth nilpotent group G. Then B

can be generated by a set of n subgroups By, Bt, • • • , Bn, where

(i) Bi is a free nilpotent group of class [n/l] (/= 1, 2, • • • , w) ;

(ii)   [Bi, Bj]= {Bi+j, ■ ■ ■ ,Bn} ifi+j^n, and

[Bi,Bj] = l,ifi+j> n;

(iii) Br{Bm+y, ■ ■ ■ , Bn}/{Bm+i, • • ■ , Bn] is a free nilpotent group of

class [m/l], freely generated by the images of the free generators of Bt, for

m = l, l+l, ■ • • , n — 1 and /= 1, 2, ■••,» — 1;
(iv) There exists a set(is) of free generators of Bi (i=l, 2, ■ ■ • , w —1) that

has the following properties. A subset of these free generators can be taken to be

the maximal set of original commutators of weight i in B and the images of the

nonoriginal commutators of weight I form a basis of the vector space(19,20)

{[M(Bi),M(Bj)];i+j = 1}-{M(B1+1), ■ ■ ■, M(Bn)}/{M(Bl+y), ■ ■ -,M(Bn)}

for 1=2, 3, • • • , w.

Proof. The first two conditions are the content of Theorem 3.1. The third

condition is the direct consequence of Theorem 1.7. To see that the last con-

dition holds, we consider G embedded in £ and form the Mal'cev completion

of B. Take a set of free generators of Bi as obtained in Theorem 3.1. Those

generators which are linearly independent modulo B(l+1), as defined in

(") By Lemma 3.3 (b).

(1S) Vacuous if Bi is of rank zero and consisting of a generator of 5¡ if B¡ is cyclic.

(19) Here and subsequently, if the included subgroups are Mal'cev completions, then { }

will always denote the divisible subgroup (subalgebra) generated by these subgroups (sub-

algebras).

(M) We adopt the following conventions : {M(Bn+l), ■ • ■ , M{Bn)} = 1 and M{ {1} ) = 1.
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Definition 3.2, will form the required maximal set of original commutators

of weight /. They can also be taken to be the maximal set of original mono-

mials of weight / of MiB), because of the following three facts. If H is a sub-

group of G and /(i/) denotes the isolator of H, then /(i/) = M(//)nG. As

follows from Lazard [7, Theorem 4.9.]

MiB r\ lG) = MiB) r\ MilG).

Lastly, if a set of elements is a maximal set of linearly independent elements,

then this is not effected by taking the Mal'cev completion of the group. We

now have that by Corollary 2.3.2, the nonoriginal commutators of weight /

form a basis for

{iMiBi), MiBj)) ; i + j = 1} = {[MiBi), MiBj)] ;i+j=l}

modulo !+1£ = M(!+1G). We can, in fact, consider the concepts of original

(nonoriginal) commutator and original (nonoriginal) monomial to be equiv-

alent in our calculations. For in the formula that defines Campbell-Hausdorff

multiplication, it is only the initial nonzero term which is of significance in

our situation. Hence ( ) and ] are interchangeable. Finally as

{ [MiBi), MiBj)];i+j — l) is a subgroup of MiB), we can consider it modulo

MiB) H Mil+lG) = MiB n i+1G) = {MiBl+i), ■ ■ ■ , M(BH)}.

These latter equalities can easily be seen to hold if one uses a result similar

to Lemma 3.3 (a), namely, Lemma 3.6, which we find more convenient to

state at a later stage.

Next we examine more closely the significance of the four conditions of

the above theorem.

Lemma 3.5. Let B be a group having a generating set of n subgroups B\, B2,

• • • , Bn which satisfy conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 3.4. Then

(a) M({B,, Bl+h ■■■, Bn}) = {MiBi), M(BI+1), • • • , M(5„)}

for I = 1, 2, • ■ ■ , n;

(b) [MiBi), MiBj)] á {MiBi+j), ■■■, MiBn)} if i + j = n,

and

[MiBi), MiB,)] = 1 ifi+j>n;

(c) The natural homomorphism

Br[Bm+i, • • • , Bn\ —> Bi-{Bm+i, • • • , Bn}/[Bm+i, • • • , Bn}

extends uniquely to the homomorphism^)

(21) {B»+i. • • • ,5„}=1.
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M(Bi)-M({Bm+y, • • • , Bn})->M(Br{Bm+y, • • • , Bn}/{Bm+1, • ■ • , Bn})

with kernel M({Bm+y, • ■ • , Bn}) for m = l, ■ • • , n;

(d)  The natural homomorphism of

{[Bi,Bj];i+j = l}-{Bl+y,- --,Bn}

onto

{[Bi, Bj] ;i+j = l}-{ Bl+h ■ • ■ , Bn}/{ Bl+y, ■■■ ,Bn}

extends uniquely to the homomorphism of

{[M(Bi), M(Bj)];i+j = 1}-{M(B1+1), ■■■, M(Bn)}

onto

M({Bi, Bj];i+j = l}-{Bi+y, • • • , Bn}/{Bl+y, ■■■, Bn})

with kernel {M(Bi+y), • ■ ■ , M(Bn)} for 1= 2, ■ • • , w.

Proof. This is by induction on w. Results are either trivially true or vacu-

ous for w = 1. Consider the group

B/Bn = \ByBn/Bn, BfBn/Bn, • • • , B„-yBn/Bn}.

It is easy to verify that conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 3.4 hold for

this group. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, the above results (a), (b), (c)

and (d) can be assumed to be true for B/Bn. By Lazard [7, Theorem 4.10],

the natural homomorphism of B onto B/Bn gives rise to the isomorphism

M(B)/M(Bn) ^ M(B/Bn).

Under this isomorphism

M(BrBn)/M(Bn) S M(BrBn/Bn).

Now, by Lazard [7, Theorem 4.9], M(BrBn) = M(Bi) ■ M(Bn), as some integer

power of every element of M(Bi) ■ M(Bn) belongs to BrBn and M(B¿) • M(Bn)

is divisible. It is more convenient to consider the group M(B)/M(B„) which

is equal to

{M(By)-M(Bn)/M(Bn), • • • , M(Bn-i)-M(Bn)/M(Bn)}

by the induction hypothesis.

(a) By the induction hypothesis,

M({BrBn/Bn, ■■■ , B^yBjBr]) = {M(BrBn/Bn), • • • , M(Bn^y ■ Bn/Bn)}.

Hence by the above given isomorphism

M({Bi, ■ ■ ■ , Bn})/M(Bn) = {M(Bi), • • • , M(Bn)}/M(Bn)

which gives the required result on equating numerators.
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(b) As Bn is contained in the centre of B, it follows that(22)

MiBn) = MiZiB)) = ZiMiB)).

By the induction hypothesis, if i-\-jûn, then

[MiBi) ■ MiBi)/MiBi), MiBj) ■ MiBn)/M(£„)]

^ {MiBi+j)-MiBn)/MiBn), • • • , MiBn-i)-MiBn)/MiBn)}

= {Miß*,), ■■-, M(5n_0, MiBi)} /MiBi).
Also

[MiBi) • MiBi)/MiBn),MiBj) ■ MiBi)/MiBi)} = [MiBt),MiBj)]-MiBn)/MiBn),

since MiBi) lies in the centre of MiB). The required result follows now from

the resulting inclusion of numerators.

It remains to consider the case i+j>n. It follows from the induction

hypothesis that

[MiBi), MiBj)] = ZiMiB)).

Let x and y be arbitrary elements of MiBi) and MiB,) respectively. By the

definition of Mal'cev completions, there exist positive integers m and n such

that xm and yn belong to 5, and B¡ respectively. Hence

[x, y]mn = [xm, yn] = 1,

since we are given that [Bit B¡] = 1. As [MiBi), MiB,)] is torsion-free, we

have that [x, y] = l and thus [MiB,), MiBj)] = l for i+j>n.

Results (c) and (d) follow easily from the induction hypothesis if one uses

the isomorphism given in the initial stages of this proof. The only exception

to this is the result

Mi{ [Bi, Bj];i+j = n}) = { [MiBi), MiBj)]; i+j = n}.

This follows by Lazard [7, Theorem 4.9], as some integer power of every

element of { [M(B,-), MiB,)]; i+j = n} belongs to { [Bu B¡]; i+j = n} and

{ [MiBi), MiBj)]; i+j = n} is divisible.

Corollary 3.5.1. The rank of the free abelian group

{[Bi, Bj];i+j = 1} -{Bi+i, ■■■, Bn}/{Bi+h ■ ■ ■ , Bn}

is equal to the dimension of the vector space

{[MiBi),MiB,)];i+j = l}-\MiBl+i), ■ ■ ■ , M(5„)}/{M(£i+i), • • • ,M(¿?B)}

for 1 = 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ ,n.

In particular, we have

(n) Cf. for instance the theorem of Federov (Kuroä [6, §67]).
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Corollary 3.5.2. The rank of the free abelian group

{[Bi,Bj];i + j = n}

is equal to the dimension of the vector space

{[M(B,),M(BJ)];i+j = n}.

Adopting a similar procedure to that given in the proof of Lemma 3.3,

we can now show that the following lemma, which we used at the end of the

proof of Theorem 3.4, holds.

Lemma 3.6. Let B be a group generated by the subgroups By, Bt, ■ • ■ , B„

which satisfy conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 3.4. If ba{i) is a typical

element of a fixed set(2%) of free generators of Bi (1= 1, 2, ■ • • , n), then every ele-

ment of M(B) can be represented uniquely as a finite ordered product of the form

IK,
9

where e, are rational numbers. Further v<v' implies that if b, and b,> are free

generators of Bi and Bj respectively, then i^j.

We are now in a position to establish the following partial converse to

the above Theorem 3.4.

Theorem 3.7. Let Bbea group generated by a set of n subgroups By, Bt, ■ ■ • ,

Bn which satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.4. Suppose further that the torsion

subgroup of

Br{Bl+y,- ■ -,Bn}/({[Bi,Bj];i+j = l}-{Bl+y,- ■ ■ , Bn})

has finite exponent for 1 = 2, 3, • ■ ■ , n. Then B is isomorphic to a subgroup of

a free nth nilpotent group.

Proof. This proceeds by induction on n. In fact, we shall prove more and

our induction hypothesis will be as follows. Suppose that the above theorem

is true for all groups {By, Bt, ■ ■ ■ , Br}, where r <w, and the generating sub-

groups satisfy the four conditions of the above mentioned type. Further we

assume that the isomorphism \p, which maps {By, Bt, ■ • • , BT} into a free

rth nilpotent group 77, induces the following isomorphisms into

{Bm, ■ ■ ■ , Br} -+ mH   and

{By, • • • , Br}/{Bm, ■ ■ ■ , Br} ^ *({ßi, ■■■, Br})-mH/"H

for m= 1, 2, • • • , r. This result is well known to be true for w= 1.

We consider now the group B= {By, Bt, ■ ■ • , Bn}, where B can be as-

sumed to be nonabelian. It can easily be verified that the group

(B) Vacuous if Bi is the trivial group.
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B/Bn = {Bi-Bn/Bn, • • • , B^vBJB»}

satisfies the four conditions of Theorem 3.4. Here it is necessary to use the

fact that the natural homomorphism

BfBn —r Bi-B„/Bn

extends uniquely to the homomorphism (24)

MiB,)-M(Bn)-+MiBrBn/Bi)

with kernel MiBi). Hence, by the induction hypothesis, there exists an iso-

morphism eb that maps B/Bn into a subgroup A/ZiA) of a free (ra — l)th

nilpotent group A/ZiA). It is convenient to take A to be a free rath nilpotent

group freely generated by aa, aEM, while A is the free rath nilpotent sub-

group of A freely generated by ava, aEM. The number rj is specified as follows.

Firstly we choose free generators for the subgroups Bi (Z=l, 2, • • ■ , ra —1)

in the way indicated by Theorem 3.4 (iv). Let ¿»j be a free generator of Bt

which is not an original commutator of weight /. As the torsion subgroup

Ii{[Bi,Bj];i+j = l}-{Bl+u ■ ■ ■,Bn})/i{[Bi,Bj];i+j = l}-{Bl+i> ■ ■ -,Bn})

of

Bl-{Bl+h ■■■, Bn}/i{[Bi, Bj];i+j = f} • |>+i, • • • , Bn})

has finite exponent, this group can be decomposed into the direct product of

its torsion subgroup and a free abelian group. Now we can use the procedure

given in Definition 3.2. It is to be noted that we have replaced the nonoriginal

commutators by { [Bit Bj]; i+j = l}. The fact that we are allowed to do this

follows from condition (iv), the previously stated result that if H is a sub-

group of B then /(i/) = MiH)C\B and a result of the type given in Lemma

3.5(d). By condition (iii) for m = l, we have that there exists an integer tj(/)

such that bf is a product of commutators of elements of B. We take 77 to

be the lowest common multiple of r\in) with all the integers rj(/), as Oj varies

over the free generators of B¡ that are not original commutators of weight /

and I takes the values 2, 3, • • • , ra —1. The value of ??(«) will be fixed at the

last stage of our proof. We shall choose the index set M large enough to en-

able us to perform all the necessary embeddings. Further we assume, as we

are entitled to under the induction hypothesis, that d> satisfies conditions of

the type given in (=). We shall now show how to extend <f> to an isomorphism

$ of {Bu Bi, ■ ■ ■ , .Bn_i} into A.

Firstly we notice that if an element of B can be expressed as a product

(M) Cf. initial part of proof of Lemma 3.5.
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J[b', b"] of commutators of elements of B, then its image under <£ is uniquely

fixed by

HlJ[b',b"]) = U[<t>ib'),'t>ib")].

We now define the effect of <£ on the original commutators of B. In the proc-

ess we shall use the fact that, by (=) holding for cp, there exists an isomor-

phism of

{Bt, Bl+h • • • , Bn}/{Bl+1, ■ ■ ■ , Bn}    into   'A/'+'A

for /= 1, 2, • • • , w— 1. However, as at the moment our attention will be con-

fined to the group A, we are at liberty to consider the associated isomorphism

of

{£,, Bl+y, ■ ■ -,Bn}/{Bl+y, ■ ■ -,Bn]    into   'J/^I

for /=1, 2, • • • , w —1. By Theorem 3.4 (iii), the original commutators of

Bi will be mapped onto free generators of {TJj, Bj+i, • • • , B„} modulo

{Bi+i, • • • , Bn}. These will now be mapped onto linearly independent ele-

ments of 'A/l+lA. If we take coset representatives of these elements, then,

by Theorem 1.3, they freely generate a free nilpotent subgroup At of A having

class [n/l]. In this way we construct the subgroups Ay, At, • • ■ , An-i of A.

It remains to define the effect of 4> on those free generators bi of B¡ that are

not original commutators. As we have already noted, bf^ is a product of

commutators of elements of B, for some integer r¡(l). Hence the effect of "3? on

b*® is fixed by cf>. Now we have to define $(bi) so that

4>(o¡)       = 4>(èi    ).

By the induction hypothesis,

d>(hfl) = *(0-z(î).

Hence for an arbitrarily fixed coset representative cp'(bi) of cp(bi) there exists

a fixed element z of Z(A) such that

4>'(b{)      = 4>(6í   )-z.

We now put

4»(6,) = cp'tto-z-1'^.

The ij(Z)th root of z_1 is a uniquely determined element of ï(A), because of

our choice of r\ and the fact that Z(A) is torsion-free. Further

$(6¡)       = <p'(bi)     -z    = 4>(ôj   ).

We can now use the relations (=) holding for cp, the induction hypothesis and
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Theorem 1.3, to show that for a fixed I, the free generators of At and all the

f>(0¡) freely generate a free nilpotent subgroup Ai of A having class [ra//].

In this way we have constructed the subgroups Ai, Ai, ■ ■ ■ , An^x. Further

we put

An = {[Ai, Aj];i+j = ra}.

An lies in the centre of A and hence is a free abelian group. The mapping i> of

{Bi, B2, ■ ■ • , 5„_i|    onto    {Ai, A2, ■ ■ • , An-X}

can also be given in the following manner. By Lemma 3.3 (a), every element

o of Bi, B2, ■ • • , B„_i can be represented uniquely in the form

h b = b'- nC)

where b' is a finite power product of the above free generators of the subgroups

Bi, ■ • • , 5„_i, written in this order. Further H»(B)0»,'(n|) *s a nmte power

product of the free generators of { [Bit B¡]; i+j = n}. The image of o in the

representation (*) is obtained from the same representational form by sub-

stituting the corresponding free generators of the subgroups Ai,A2, ■ • • ,^4B_i,

which were chosen above.

(a) We now show that this is a uniquely defined mapping. Suppose that

under the above rules o is mapped both onto

n(n*5?)
1=1 \ »(l) /

and onto

n( n<Mo ),
1=1 \ f(I) /

where a„(¡) is a typical free generator of A¡ and the above representations

are of the type given in Lemma 3.3 (a). It is, of course, necessary to verify

that the conditions of Lemma 3.3 hold for the group {Ai, A2, • • • , An]. This,

however, causes no difficulties. If we now consider the images of "b reduced

successively modulo

\B2, ■ • ■ , Bn-i, Bn\, {Bz, ■ ■ ■ , Bn-i, Bn\, • • • , B„,"

under the isomorphism 0, then this gives rise to the following equalities :

«»(0 = ô»(i)

for all vil) and all I ( ̂ ra — 1). Further it is easy to see that the above defined

mapping gives rise to a unique image for every element of {[Bi, Bj];i-\-j = ra}

and hence
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e*(n) = 5,(„)

for all v(n). Thus we have a uniquely defined mapping <ï>.

(b) The mapping <$ is one-to-one, because of the unique representation

(*) and Theorem 3.4 (iv), which hold for

{By, Bt, ■ ■ ■ , Bn-i}    and    {Ay, At, ■ ■ • , An-i}.

It is necessary to use (iv) here in order to show that «i» maps

{[Bi, Bj] ; i + j = n}    one-to-one onto {[Ai, Af] ; i + j = n}.

In fact, we show that this induced mapping is an isomorphism onto. Firstly

the mapping is obviously a homomorphism onto. The maximal set of original

commutators of weight / is mapped one-to-one onto a maximal set of original

commutators of weight / under $>, for 1=1, 2, • • • , n — 1. Hence, by (iv),

<£ induces an isomorphic mapping of

{[M(Bi), M(Bj)];i+j = n}  onto {[M(A,), M(A,)];i+j = »}.

The same must hold for { [Bi, Bj]; i+j = n} and { [Ai, A¡]; i+j = n}. For,

by Lemma 3.5(d), { [M(B,),M(Bj)];i+j = n} and { [M(A,), M(A,)];i+j = n}
are equal to M({ [Bit Bj}; i+j = n}) and M({ [Ait Aj]; i +j = n}) respec-

tively.

(c) It remains to show that <£ preserves products. Firstly, $ obviously in-

duces an isomorphism on each B¡ and maps it onto Ai (1=1, 2, • • • , n — 1).

Let

c = c'- II b,w
>(n)

be another element of {By, Bt, ■ ■ ■ , Bn-i} in standard form (*), then

$(b-c) = 4>(6)-4>(c)-z,

where z is some element of Z(A), since the effect of <£ reduced modulo Z(A)

is an isomorphism, namely, 4>. We proceed to show that z=l. This can be

done as follows. Put b -c in the standard form (*), then apply $ and finally

reverse the process of reduction to standard form. In greater detail, let the

elements of B¡ appearing in the representations for b and c be

H bv\i)     and    H b,[¡)
»(0 »CD

respectively, where b,in is a typical free generator of B¡. Then the element

of Bt appearing in the representation for b-c will be

n,«i/(l)-H»Cl)       "i
0,(1) -Ci ,

»\»(0
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where the d are commutators of the elements b'/ and all c< belong to Bi but

do not belong to {-BJ+i, • • • , Bn}. Hence the element of Ai appearing in the

representation for <£(ô-c) will be

II $(0,(i))*'(,)+''(l,'*(c)a<,

since i> is an isomorphism on each Bu Finally, before initiating the process

of reversal, we note that the components $(0,)'' of the commutator $(c¿) can

be replaced by the cosets i,(oF)'>,-Z(v4). Thus in the process of returning to

the form

#(0)-$(c)-z

we are at liberty at each stage to choose the appropriate coset representative

of ${bi)'*-7.iA), so that the same cancellations occur here as in the similar

process for returning from the standard representation of the type (*) for

b-ctob-c. Hence we have that

Hb-c) = $(o)-$(c).

(d) We have reached the final stage of our proof. $ has to be extended

to an isomorphism $ of B into A. As the torsion subgroup of

Bn/{[Bi,Bj];i+j = n}

has finite exponent(26),

B„ = Bn X Bn ,

where B* is the isolator of { [Bit B¡\; i+j = n} and B** is a free abelian

group. Hence there exists a basis bT, tEN, of B* and integers r¡T, tEN, such

that brT is a product of commutators for all tEN. We fix the value of vin),

occurring in the definition of A as a subgroup of A, at the lowest common

multiple of the integers «7T. We can now define the effect of <£ on B*:

Hbi) = iHbV))lhr (r E N).

This is a uniquely defined element of ZiA). For í>(í>"r) belongs to Z(.4) and

its ijTth root exists and belongs to Z(.4), by the choice of r¡; it is unique as

ZiA) is torsion-free. This gives an isomorphism of B* into ZiA), which ex-

tends the isomorphism $ of { [Bi, Bj];i+j = n} into ZiA). Now we define the

effect of l> on B¡ to be identical with the effect of $ on Bi (/= 1, 2, • • • , ra —1),

while the effect of •§ on B** can obviously be defined independently of our

previous constructions. Thus we have now constructed our isomorphic map-

ping of B into a free rath nilpotent group A. Finally it is easy to check that

the isomorphism $ satisfies conditions of the type (=).

(») Cf. Kuros [6, §29].
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Concluding remarks. It is of interest to note that, in Theorem 3.4 (iv),

the images of the nonoriginal commutators of weight I do not necessarily

form a basis for the free abelian group

{[Bi, Bj];i +j = l] -{Bi+i, ■■-, Bn}/{Bl+i, ■ ■ ■ , Bn}.

Thus it is possible for

[[b'y, by], b["] = [b2, by']        modulo {Bi, • ■ • , Bn},

where bi, b", bi" are distinct free generators of By, bt is a free generator of

Bt and e is a positive integer. This is one of the errors which has crept into

the main theorems of Goldina [l].

Condition (iii) of Theorem 3.1 for the particular case 1=1 follows from

Theorem 3.1 (ii). However, it is easy to see that, in general, condition (iii)

of Theorem 3.4 does not follow from Theorem 3.4 (ii). We consider the first

three particular cases of our Subgroup Theorem.

(1) w= 1. All but one of the conditions of Theorem 3.4 are vacuous.

(2) w = 2. Here our Subgroup Theorem reduces to a generalization of the

Subgroup Theorem of Golovin and Goldina [2]. Conditions (iii) and (iv) of

Theorem 3.4 are redundant.

(3) w = 3. Here condition (iii) of Theorem 3.4 is redundant except for the

particular case l = m = 2.

It is still an open question whether conditions (i)-(iv) of Theorem 3.4 are

sufficient to ensure that

{By, Bt, • ■ ■ , Bn\

can be mapped isomorphically into a free wth nilpotent group, when no

restrictions are placed on the torsion subgroup of

Be.{Bl+u---,Bn}/({[Bi,Bj];i+j=l}.

'{Bt+i, ■ ■ -,Bn})iorl= 2,3,  •••,».
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